
Calling 9-1-1 is as simple as ... well, dialing 9-1-1 

By Karen Clark 

As a Santa Cruz County 9-1-1 dispatcher and member of the Pajaro Village community, I've been asked to 
give you a better idea of when to call, and what to expect once you're talking to an emergency dispatcher. 

** First off, did you know that the same people who answer 9-1-1 calls also answer all seven-digit non-
emergency law enforcement lines? It's true. The only difference is that when we answer 9-1-1 we expect it 
to be a higher priority call. But that doesn't mean we won't help you with a non-emergency situation if you 
call 9-1-1. It's just that you may be put on hold so we can deal with calls that require a more immediate 
police response. 

** Whether you call 9-1-1 or one of the seven-digit non-emergency lines, expect to answer questions ... 
sometimes A LOT of questions. Be patient, listen to the questions, and answer each one as best as you 
can. Of course, we'll ask what you're reporting and where it's happening. Think about how you'll answer 
those questions even as you're dialing the phone (or, more likely, punching the numbers on your cell 
phone). 

But we'll also ask you to describe that suspicious vehicle or unsavory person you're calling about: What 
color is the car, what kind of car (even if you don't know the make or model, you can tell us if it was a 
pickup truck, a sedan, a convertible, etc), what was its last direction of travel ...? You get the idea. And that 
person you're watching who seems to be up to no good? Well, what's he doing that seems suspicious? Is 
he white, black, or Hispanic? How old? Big guy, small guy, medium size? What color hair and clothing? DO 
YOU SEE ANY WEAPONS? Obviously, this is an important question that needs to be asked in order to 
ensure officer safety. Was there an associated vehicle? Which way did you last seem this person walking or 
driving? 

As you can see, we'll have a lot of questions. The more serious the issue you are reporting, the more 
questions we'll have. Again, just listen to the questions and answer them as best you can. It's very 
important to understand that if you don't remember something, just say that. For instance, don't guess 
about what color shirt the person had because if you're wrong the police might not be looking for the right 
person. Just say, "I don't remember." It's OK, we don't expect answers to everything. In an emergency 
situation, it's easy to get flustered. We're there to guide you in remembering the best you can. If you just 
listen to the questions, we'll help you through what likely is a traumatic experience for you. 

** Did you know that in an emergency situation, the dispatcher asking you all these questions most likely 
isn't the same dispatcher who is talking on the radio and sending officers to your call? So don't worry, 
asking the questions isn't delaying sending you help in an emergency. If you are witnessing a crime in 
progress, we will likely ask that you stay on the phone so we can continue to update the officers who are 
coming to the scene. If someone's life is in immediate danger, the officers will be coming with lights and 
sirens.  

We'll also offer you suggestions. For instance, if you're reporting someone is in your backyard and trying to 
get into your house, we not only will get your address and immediately send officers, we will tell you to keep 
everyone in the house. If you or your spouse thinks it might be good to go outside and investigate, we will 
tell you that the responding officers won't know if you're the bad guy or the homeowner. Obviously, that 
wouldn't be a good situation. So, please, if you're given instructions by the dispatcher, please follow them. 
It's for your safety, and the safety of the officers. 



** If you're calling about a non-emergency situation (your car was burglarized last night; there's a person 
going through your recycling; someone is using your credit card number online, etc.), we likely won't have 
as many questions. We may direct you to make the report online with the Watsonville Police Department's 
new online reporting system. Or we may just get a bit of information and then ask an officer to give you a 
call.  

** You will always be asked to give your name, phone number and address. This is so we'll have a record of 
who made the complaint that sent an officer to the scene. You are not required to give this information, but 
you will be asked. 

** So, when should you call 9-1-1 and when should you dial the seven-digit non-emergency number? 
Remember, the same dispatchers are answering all the calls. But if EVERYONE called only 9-1-1 for the 
simplest of problems, that would overload the system. If you're sure that you have a non-emergency issue, 
why not just call the seven-digit line. For Watsonville police, that's 831-471-1151. The Santa Cruz County 
sheriff's line is 831-471-1121. Program the appropriate number into your phone, and it will be easy to reach 
us. 

But if you're watching a crime in progress, or you think someone's life is in danger, or you need the fire 
department or an ambulance, CALL 9-1-1. If you're not sure which line to call, call 9-1-1. No one is going to 
be upset with you. Keep in mind, though, that we may have to put you on hold to answer other 9-1-1 lines. 
Just be patient. Sometimes there are DOZENS of calls coming in at the same time, and dispatchers have 
to triage them to make sure the biggest emergencies are dealt with first. 

** The most important thing to remember is to always call when you see something that looks wrong. 
Follow your gut. So what if that strange car in your neighbor's driveway turns out to be a service worker. It 
could just as easily be a bold burglar taking advantage of your neighbor being away from home and 
counting on people being too timid to call. It's always better to be safe than sorry. The police want to catch 
the bad guys, but they rely on YOU to report suspicious activity. 


